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The fairytale of haute couture embroidery starts with the use of the tambour hook: a simple but most

effective tool to add beads and sequins fast and beautifully. Many people have seen the famous

documentary of Chanel, where you see the Ã¢â‚¬Ëœpetits mainsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ working on couture

gowns, wondering how the technique of the tambour needle on a large embroidery frame really

works. In this first book in the Haute Couture Embroidery Series, Saskia ter Welle shows you: - How

to mount the embroidery frame- How to choose the right fabric - How to handle the tambour hook-

How to apply sequins - Where to find the right materials - How to finish your work As a bonus, you

will find links to exclusive instruction videos and several patterns to start with.Built on experience

from working for both fashion designers, developing a couture collection herself and teaching

students from different ages and backgrounds, she reveals the secret of this wonderful tool: the

tambour needle. The moment you master the tambour needle, the world of haute couture becomes

your own. After reading this book, watching the instruction videos, and applying the techniques, you

will know how to start your own project.
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I love the idea of tambour embroidery, but expected a few patterns. I love the history and the look of

this type of embroidery.

This book has opened me to a new way to embellish and design the clothing inane. I am enrolled to

take a class this fall.

Very basic book, had some good resources and interesting information.Not well written, and really is

an advertising medium for the authors business.I got value for my money, a quick and easy read.

The information on this "book" read more like an info blog promoting a website than actually

explaining anything about Tambour. The photos are few and not really showing what the

procedures are. The text is poorly written and felt more like someone trying to describe Tabour while

having a cup of coffee in a busy cafe. There is nothing here than you can't find in a general google

of the topic. I wasted the $4.99 price on this "blog" post assembled into a book.

This book is good if you have no idea how tambour embroidery works. It provides a lot of

information you would need to get started such as the basic supplies and the basic stitches

used.However, if you're more of a visual learner this isn't the book for you. Tambour embroidery is a

very tedious process and explaining it through words alone (as this book does) may not be easy to

follow for many people.Honestly, it doesn't offer much else beyond basic instructions. I don't know

what I was expecting but I already knew most of the information given here from free instructions

available elsewhere.

I know it's hard to explain a manual procedure in words, that's why I didn't quiete understand how to

begin and end with the actuel embroidery. A photo would have made it more clear.

I liked it very much. The instructions are very clear and precise. I look forward to more books by this

author.

A pr for website.
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